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Abstract— In There is an increased, large quantity if data with the super-resolution quality data, hence there is an increased demand in
high quality image data. This requirements causes a challenge in disk space in single PC or computers. A primary solution to employ the
storage of large quantity of high quality is provided by use of Cloud computing. The proposed approach uses a Hadoop based remote
sensing image processing system (HBRSIPS) which is used in areas of big data analysis, particularly text analysis. Use of this approach
can enable the remote sensing of image data from single cloud storage by using Java constructs with MapReduce framework. The
proposed saves remote sensing image into Hadoop’s distribute storage environment and uses cloud based algorithm environment or uses
GPU which is massively parallel platforms with more efficiency and less expensiveness using CUDA architecture which is C-based
programming model proposed by NVIDIA for leveraging the parallel computing capabilities that results in 25% improvements in data
processing throughput. Use of CUDA with POSIX thread technologies we can process the remote image from cloud architecture
Keywords- Hadoop; POSIX thread, Cloud computing; Remote sensing;Distribute file system; MapReduce
I. INTRODUCTION
The fast development of remote sensing computer
technologies the satellites senses the data in unconditional
situations remotely [1]. This remotely sensed image data
from satellites are increasing in huge amount at worldwide
from terabyte (TB) to petabyte (PB)/day. Hence, this
remotely sensed image data needs to be processed every
time before using it. This approach takes a lot of time which
is infeasible.
So, the huge data is stored in cloud that plays an
important aspects in identifying global change studies and
environmental applications. Use of different Process
techniques [2] also plays an important factor in extracting
accurate and timely knowledge information about land
use/cover from remote sensing with the data quality and
resolution. However, the increase of quality and resolution
will lead to the data’s capacity extremely increase, which
cannot be stored or processed on a single computer, even a
very expensive PC server, it is difficult to meet the disk
space, memory space and processing time requirements
when faced with this situation.
Cloud provides the easiest way to store the image data
and provides access to all users remotely. Cloud is an
infrastructure that has large complexities in securities but
enables distributes access that is distribute File System
(DFS), is any file system that allows access to files from
multiple hosts sharing via a computer network [3]. Hence,
this enables multiple users on multiple machines to share
files and storage resources.
Use of the cloud computing technology and the storage
framework provides the remote users to access and compute
the large amount of data and also it speeds up the remote
image processing and storage efficiency of the high quality.
A concept of MapReduce is used as programming model for
processing large data sets. Apache Hadoop is an open source
software framework that supports data-intensive distributed
application that are heavily used in the leading companies
like Yahoo, Facebook, and Amazon etc. Hadoop is usually
involved in text analysis and machine learning domains
whereas processing of image data is obsolete explored.
Cloud computing is introduced into the field of remote
sensing image process system. First, the proposed HBRSIPS
that redefines storage structure which is original from HDFS
system and secondly, the Java program classes which is a
MapReduce architecture where remote sensing image
processing algorithms can be used for cloud computing
environment.
With the transition to multicore processors, all the
commodity CPUs are now parallel processors. Increased
parallelism also concerns about the growth of processor
performance [6]. Graphics Processing Units or GPUs, are
possibly the most powerful computational hardware for the
dollar [7]. Hence, a GPU is powerful and inexpensive
technology that has been the leading edge of increasing
chip-level parallelism for some time (Fig. 1) [6].
GPU and the POSIX (Portable Operating System
Interface of Unix) thread   technologies, is used massively in
remote sensing image data processing. GPU is being widely
used in parallel processing of the image on multi-core
processors that is presumed to be more efficient and less
expensive with CUDA used on it [4].
CUDA is providing the massive parallel processing core
of graphics cards is integrated with Hadoop that offers high
speed and scalability by distribution of cloud data to remote
users. With this integration approach we can employ the
image face processing [5] that can improve the throughput
by 25%. Also the approach of POSIX with GPU is
explained.
Figure 1. The programmable floating-point performance of GPUs
has increased dramatically over the last four years when compared
to CPUs [4]
The paper is described as follows. Section II describes the
background work carried on the large image data, Section
III describes the methodology, Section IV is the conclusion
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of processing image data by CUDA and Hadoop and finally
in Section V references.
II. BACKGROUND
A. HADOOP:
Apache Hadoop is a platform that provides pragmatic,
cost-effective, scalable infrastructure for building many of
the types of applications. It is made up of a distributed file
system called the Hadoop Distributed File system (HDFS)
and a computation layer that implements a processing
paradigm called MapReduce. Hadoop is an open source,
batch data processing system for enormous amounts of data.
Hadoop is designed to survive in environment tolerating
hardware and software failures, but also treating them as
first-class conditions that happen regularly.
Hadoop [8] is a software framework that is used for data
intensive distributed processing of big data analytics.
Hadoop is a Java implementation with a MapReduce [9],
which is a popular software framework that is used for data
intensive distributed processing of big data analytics in a
distributed fashion. Hadoop provides a collection of Java
classes, centered on Mapper and Reducer interfaces (Fig.2).
Two main features of Hadoop they are:
 Hadoop Distributed file system (HDFS) and
 MapReduce.
The Hadoop framework takes care of reading the input
data from location and then invokes the MapReduce
implementation. Hadoop input and output are always read
from the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).
Fig 2: Hadoop programming model (Courtesy adcalves.wordpress.com
[8]).
There are multiple flavors of Hadoop available in the
market like Apache [8] and Cloud era [9]. Hadoop
applications are usually coded in Java.
B. The MapReduce Programming Model:
MapReduce is a programming model for processing huge
amounts of image data, MapReduce [10] uses parallel and
distributed computing on clusters or grids of nodes. The
ideas behind MapReduce is justified below as follows.
MapReduce involves pair of key functions: “map” and
“reduce”instances. The input data are divided into several
sub data or the sub problem, and directed to different
processors. Each processor executes the map function on
each partition sub problem independently. The map function
takes a pair of (key, value) data and returns a list of (key,
value) pairs as an intermediate result:
C. CUDA: CUDA, proposed by NVIDIA, which is
parallel computing architecture. With a new parallel
programming model and instruction set, CUDA
leverages the parallel compute engine in NVIDIA GPUs
that provides a solutions for many complex
computational problems in more efficient way than on a
CPU. Architecture of CUDA: CUDA Software supports
two different programming interfaces, device-level
programming interface and language integration
programming interface (Fig.3). The second enables
developers to use type integration and code integration
[11].
Figure 3. Architecture of CUDA [7]
The below layer defines the CUDA parallel compute
engine inside GPU, which is the hardware implementation
of CUDA. CUDA support for OS kernel is responsible for
initializing and configuring the hardware. CUDA driver
provides the users with device-level APIs [12]. CUDA
Runtime provides support for executing standard C
functions on the GPU and allows native bindings for other
high-level languages [11]. The application layer supplies the
interfaces for developing computing functions in high-level
languages [12].
D. Parallel Programming Model of CUDA:
Multicore CPUs and many core GPUs [5] are employed
with parallel systems. Moore’s law continues to explain the
parallelism in the systems. Scaling of the system for
performing parallelism with an increasing number of
processor cores has been the challenge to develop
application software [13]. CUDA provides a solution for the
increased number of cores which is running on the CPU, and
a device program executed on GPU [14]. Image data is
processed on GPU by coping it from host to device, and
then they are copied back after processing. Data transfer is
performed by DMA and can run concurrently with kernel
program [15] as shown in below figure 4.
Figure 4. Thread hierarchy of CUDA [9]
CUDA represents the GPU as a device which can run a
Large number of threads [15]. These threads are organized
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to execute parallel tasks independently. Thread is the basic
execution unit of CUDA and it is identified by mainly a 3-
component vector “threadIdx” [12]. Each thread has its own
register and local memory. Several threads make up a block.
The threads in one block can share the shared memory with
other thread block, there is a limitation on the number of
threads in a single block. Blocks run a same program are
called as a grid. Multiple grids can run multiple kernel
programs concurrently with CUDA. All threads from a same
grid share a global memory, a constant memory and a
texture memory [16]. The “thread hierarchy” is illustrated in
Fig.4. More details about the Parallel Programming Model
of CUDA can be found in “NVIDIA CUDA Programming
Guide” [11].
E. POSIX:
The POSIX threads are responsible for two objectives,
one thread group is used for the I/O operations between the
image data and the system memory and the other group is
responsible for delivering the buffers to GPU memory and
processing from the buffer pool. Semaphores are used for
proper synchronization between the threads with locking
mechanism. Because the I/O operation between the image
data and the system memory takes most of the time in the
approach, the time consumption by the second thread group
could be covered (Fig. 5).
Figure 5. POSIX Threads
After these measures the dual-parallel processing
mechanism is formed. Theses image data are processed by
several threads in parallel in GPU. The macro perspective,
the I/O operation and the processing operation are
performed simultaneously by POSIX threads. Both of them
contribute great performance Improvements when
processing massive remote sensing image data. The
complete process for the approach is shown in Fig.7.
III. METHODOLOGY
The implementation is illustrated in Flow chart in Fig. 6.
As the extension of language C, the program begins with
function main. After the initialization, a group of buffers are
set up by allocating with some sizes of memory space. Each
buffer has several states of conflicts, “Ready-to-read”,
“Ready-to-write” and “Ready-to-process”. For example,
state “Ready-to-read” means the I/O thread should read a
block from image data to current buffer. Then the state of
the buffer should be set to “Ready-to-process” after that
operation which means the buffer is ready to be processed
by GPU. If the value of variable “Is-IO-Over” is true,
meaning that the I/O is completed, and function “pthread-
join” would be called to terminate that thread. When two
threads are finished, all the remote sensing image data are
completely processed and the program will be end by calling
“return”. In the flowchart, communication and
synchronization between the two threads are ignored which
are achieved by using locking mechanism.
Fig-6 implementation of the methodology in flowchart
A. Hadoop-based remote sensing image
processing system
Fig-7. The process of HBRSIPS
HBRSIPS Different from traditional data processing,
most of remote sensing image processing algorithms pay
attention to whole row and neighbor pixel relation. Steps in
this approach as follows after the problems are identified in
general approach as below:
1) Data position and the row in the algorithm are not
realized.
2) The data process speed is decreased as the transmission
of data between the data nodes are frequent.
HBRSIPS provides a solution for the above problem with
the below stages.
Stage (1), remote sensing image’s storing and splitting. By
default, HDFS split file in accordance with the file size, this
split method will break the original information structure of
remote sensing image this can lead to the incompatible
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between remote sensing processing algorithms and
MapReduce structure. HBRSIPS’s data split method can
keep the integrity of rows and the neighbor relation between
rows. The detail of split method can be described as follows:
The big remote sensing image file is split into parts
which consist of rows and border rows in parts are
redundantly store in neighbor parts. Stage (2), a new map
class was constructed, it is declared as follows called a
Mapping Phase: Public class RemoteSensingMapper
extends Mapper< IntWritable, Vector, IntWritable, and
Vector> Map() method remote sensing image algorithms
was imported the algorithms classes were constructed by
following Figure 8:
Figure 8 The class diagram of the mapping stage
IV. Conclusion
In this paper, the proposed methodology of processing
massive remote sensing image data using CUDA with
limited system memory is briefed. By using the GPU-based
data parallel processing mechanism and the CPU-based
multithreading mechanism, the computing power of GPU
and CPU is fully utilized and a CUDA-accelerated Hadoop
framework holds a lot of promise as a platform for fast,
distributed, computationally intensive processing of large
data sets. Explained about how CUDA can be integrated
into the Hadoop framework for creating a high performance
distributed image processing system.
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